Campaign evaluation
December 2019 – March 2020

Commissioned by:
West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health
and Care Partnership
Area coverage:
West Yorkshire and Harrogate
Campaign activity:
16th December 2019 – 16th March 2020
Campaign budget:
£24k excluding VAT (Plus £10k from
Northern Powergrid for print of packs)
Campaign delivered by:
Magpie (wearemagpie.com)
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‘Looking out for our neighbours’ is a social marketing
campaign that aims to prevent loneliness and its
associated health issues by encouraging communities
to look after vulnerable people thus reducing demand
on health and care services through early help and
preventing ill health. The campaign aims to inspire
communities to engage in simple activities and microwellbeing interventions that will positively impact on their
neighbours.
The ‘Looking out for our neighbours’ brand and awareness
now exists, gaining wide recognition across the region
following its launch in 2019. The Winter phase was
specifically commissioned to allow an evolution of
seasonal messages for how people could look out for their
neighbours throughout the winter period when, typically,
the vulnerable are even more at risk.

This phase of the campaign took a predominantly digital
approach with elements of supporting print.

Key research
objectives:
1. Determine how effective
the campaign has been
in inspiring neighbourly
interventions

Method

Objective

Sample

Timescale

1. Analytical data
review

• Determine how effective
the campaign has been at
engaging target audiences
across the area

N/A

08.06.20 15.06.20

2. Social media
and website
content review

• Assess the campaign reach
online

N/A review
of all social
media posts
throughout
the duration

15.06.20 26.06.20

• Determine how effective
3. An online
the campaign has been at
survey promoted
inspiring neighbourly action
through social,
email and through • Assess the effectiveness of
community
the website and social media
networks
content

21 responses
from 6
geographical
areas

08.06.20 06.07.20

4. Qualitative
telephone
interviews
and survey
(supporters)

25 responses
from diverse
supporter
categories

2. Assess the difference the
campaign has made to
people’s wellbeing

• Determine how effective
the campaign has been at
engaging target audiences
across the area, and inspiring
neighbourly action
• Mapping of activity
geographically
• Hero posts
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• Determine how effective
the campaign has been at
inspiring neighbourly action
• Feedback on the campaign
• Lessons learnt

OMITTED but
in appendix
15.06.20 20.07.20

Evaluation context
Due to the pandemic, this
evaluation was paused and
picked back up again in
June 2020.
During lockdown engagement
has been challenging, priorities
and roles have shifted and
campaign recall has potentially
been affected by the time
between running the campaign
and evaluating. Survey fatigue
is also a factor affecting the
evaluation.
Key themes occurring prior to
lockdown and towards the end
of the campaign life cycle:
The strength of relationships
with campaign partners and
supporters and engagement with
them is a big area to focus future
campaign attention.
A true ABCD approach with
better understanding of the
strengths of each partner is an
area for development.
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Area of evaluation

Like-for-like / data

Comparison against the

We can’t compare the winter campaign against the launch campaign but we

launch campaign

can report on how the overall movement has grown. Budgets, brief, objectives
and circumstances were too different.

Media/press coverage

This hasn’t been included based on the campaign not being so new but we can
compare and provide if there is an appetite.

Engagement and

We have included in the current evaluation, however it is worth bearing in mind

analytics

a ‘winter campaign’ is an evolution from the existing and not a new campaign so
the brief wasn’t to increase engagement, it was to engage (new and existing
audiences) with winter messages – not fully comparable.

Estimated campaign
reach

The campaign was predominantly digital, so we have included digital reach.
With £10k extra investment Magpie gained from Northern Powergrid, we were
able to deliver campaign packs towards the end of the campaign.
Applying insight data trends from June 2019:
In the first campaign 1 in 2 people who received a printed neighbour pack did something different
to look after a neighbour. Based on this insight, we can estimate that 50% of pack recipients did
something positive. During the first campaign, the robust insight showed 75% of people who
received a pack combined with people who engaged with the online content, did something to
look out for neighbours.

Effectiveness: what

Due to the pandemic, we weren't able to go out and door knock to find out

people did

what people did with physical packs and because the packs came at the end of
the campaign, we didn’t plan for controlled areas to do this in this time round so
we won’t have accurate data from physical packs. Online survey responses were
also low during lockdown.

Impact

We have collected stories on the website which we didn’t have before so we will
have a much richer bank of content – this was a request from the Partnership so
we can draw more about ‘what people did’ and how it changed lives through
this.

Stakeholder interviews

We have collected good insights and included in this report.

and recommendations
Social media/online

We have been able to analyse and show the growth in engagement since the

activity and reach

launch.

Key highlights

49, 338+
640,101
estimated reach
on social media

Estimated number of people
who took action and looked
out for their neighbours during
this campaign phase
This figure is based on the insight data trend from the first campaign
which showed 75% of pack recipients and online content recipients took
action. This figure only takes into account web visitors and pack recipients
and therefore has the potential to be higher.

550
Supporters

(59 new joined for
the winter phase)

60,000

neighbour packs delivered

20,000

calling cards distributed

4 , 243

hashtag interactions

890

5,785

476

posts using
#OurNeighbours

web visits

campaign packs
downloaded
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Engagement
and reach
Where and who did the
campaign reach?
How did people engage with
the campaign?

This section includes:
• Review of network of
supporters
• Online engagement analytics
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Supporter categories
This campaign has
captured the attention
of 550 supporters who
agreed to endorse it.
Core to our campaign activity and
reach was building on our existing
supporter network and recruiting
new supporters to this phase of the
campaign. We gained an additional
59 supporters, in addition to the 491
supporters, from the launch of the
campaign in 2019.
There is a great opportunity to build
stronger relationships with these
supporters and support and amplify
their work more with this campaign.
Here are the categories of supporters
(based on those who provided
organisation details).
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Key
Winter only

Care home

0 (3)

Education

0 (4)

Private
company

2 (17)

Overall

1 (78)

Clinical
commission

Community
organisation

7 (24)

11 (28)

Emergency
services

Health
care

Local
authority

Non-profit

2 (28)

8 (81)

9 (21)

Professional
membership
body

Social
enterprise

Social
housing

3 (16)

3 (11)

Community
benefit

8 (13)

3 (5)

Charity

1 (7)

Sport

1 (9)

Concentration
of Supporters

Regional

13% (4%)
National

The trend of new supporters
and where they came from
geographically, generally mirrored
what we found in the original launch
campaign, with larger regions such
as Leeds and Bradford having a
higher concentration of supporters
overall. We saw a particular increase
in supporter numbers this time
from Bradford and Kirklees, as a
percentage total of the total number
of new supporters. We only saw a
small number of new Harrogate
supporters for this phase.
It’s important to note that this is
not a numbers game, but rather
it is the quality of community
interactions which count. These
figures don’t take into account
activity and support generated by
each supporter, or the reach each
supporter achieves.
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Key

4% (6%)

Airedale, Wharfedale
and Craven

2020 winter
Overall

4% (4%)
Harrogate

4% (4%)

Bradford

23% (14%)

Leeds

25% (35%)
Calderdale

Wakefield

2% (4%)

23% (14%)
Kirklees

8% (17%)

Supporter Areas vs
Social Media Activity

Regional

4% (13%)
National

The concentration of social
media activity is mostly relative
to the number of supporters
in each area. For this phase we
found that supporters based
in Wakefield appeared to have
more activity and interaction
with the campaign online when
comparing to the number of
supporters in that region. This
may indicate that although there
are less supporters in this area
by number, they are very active
supporters and regularly engage
with the campaign through their
social media channels.
On the whole, online support
has continued to be successful
with supporters engaging with
the campaign and social
media content.

Key

6% (0%)

Airedale, Wharfedale
and Craven

Area
% Social Activity

4% (4%)
Harrogate

4% (4%)

Bradford

14% (14%)

Leeds

35% (17%)
Calderdale

Wakefield

4% (5%)

14% (24%)
Kirklees

17% (17%)

Online Engagement
Analytics

5,785
website visits

9,926
page views

476
campaign pack
downloads

890
social posts using
#OurNeighbours

4,243
hashtag interactions

640,101
estimated social reach

2,735
likes on social media

1,467
shares on social media
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Social media
content review

23%
evidenced positive neighbourly action

17%

69%
posts from
organisations

23%
posts from
individuals
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evidenced the campaign had made a
positive difference to people’s lives
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Effectiveness
Did the campaign motivate people to
look out for their neighbours? Did the
campaign inspire individual neighbourly
action? What did people do?

This section includes:
• Supporter survey findings

See also: Appendix A public survey
findings
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Supporters feedback
– qualitative feedback

We carried out qualitative insight with
25 supporters (written and telephone
interviews). These were from a mix of
geographical areas and organisation types:
There was representation from the
following areas:
Leeds n=3, Wakefield n= 4, Bradford n=6,
Kirklees n=10, Calderdale n=1, Airedale,
Wharfedale and Craven n= 1
We had representation from the following
categories of organisations:
Social enterprise n=2, local authority n=5,
healthcare n=2, individual n= 4, charity n=4,
private company n=2, clinical commissioning
group n=2, social housing n=1, community
organisation n=1, sports n=1
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Supporters feedback – qualitative feedback

Impressions of the campaign
Of the 25 interviewees, 20 (80%) agreed
that the campaign had a positive impact and had
been a success.
Many individuals mentioned the importance of
the campaign at that time of year, and especially
around the onset of covid-19:
“I think it's been great that you've raised awareness
about how neighbours can support each other - it's an
issue close to our hearts.”
“I think it’s gone very well, particularly important at this
time when so many vulnerable people are isolated due
to COVID-19. Very good social media presence.”
“Positive campaign that was welcome by people in
communities”
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“The biggest change however has been during
the coronavirus pandemic where more and more
people have rediscovered a sense of community and
neighbourliness.”
There were a couple of individuals who mentioned
that the covid-19 restrictions affected the
momentum and made it more difficult to reach out
to people:
"It started really well but lost pace/momentum initially
when lockdown occurred”
“I feel that the those who we were originally tasked to
make contact with will be overlooked as we deal with
the economic consequences of COVID-19 and far larger
groups of people needing support.”

Supporters feedback – qualitative feedback

Many supporters commented on the resources and
how useful they had been in supporting their own
work, both print and digital resources:
“Information has been handed out to my Luncheon
Club members, encouraging them to keep in touch
with their friends/neighbours”
"The campaign has supported our work as we have
been able to link it in with our combatting loneliness
strategy."
“Whilst working with individuals/community groups,
we were able to encourage individuals to think about
the people around them, streets neighbours etc and
try and drop the 'Cards' with their contact details so
isolated individuals could call them and see what
support they may need.”
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”Useful materials to share with others via social media
- such as recipes, helpful tips for cold weather”
”the social media post] Gave me additional things to post via
Facebook, email and through the doors”
”We handed out the leaflets to our clients, it allowed
us to offer extra support to our clients and reassure
them people care”

There were a couple of comments from organisations,
however, around finding the focus on digital media a
little excluding for their audiences:
“We used the packs again, though the digital resources
weren't as useful. Most of our residents aren't online so
they aren't suitable.”

Supporters feedback – qualitative feedback

Involvement and participation
There were some lovely examples shared of how
supporters had been involved in the campaign,
and also how their networks or audiences had also
participated:

“I also manage the Safer Bradford social media so have been able
to use the campaign messaging to encourage people to think
about how looking out for your neighbours improves community
safety.”

“I’ve shared examples of ] my daughters delivering letters to
their school friends, and taking shopping to an elderly lady from
church”

Although the main assets were digital, many
supporters were still utilising the print resources
from last year.

“[it] has helped to create a community spirit doing shopping etc
for the more isolated neighbours. My actions have helped to get
others talking (I recently moved in but some of them have lived
here for a long time) it was helpful having the little cards as a
starting point”

“The posters were placed in the Library and discussions
were had with clients entering in the Library also.
Pledges included- emptying bins, shopping for a
neighbour, calling round to check on neighbours,
saying 'hello' to others, dog walking.”

“In my spare time, I run a women group and I was able to a
session on this subject [..] It was a real eye opener for the ladies
and they all made a pledge to contact people around where they
lived.”

“The packs were really helpful last time. The were
nice to have, and we tailored them to our service. We
actually used them again this time around as we had
some left.”
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Supporters feedback – qualitative feedback

Campaign effectiveness and measuring impact:
There was a definite sense that the campaign was
greatly received and it had a positive message that
people were particularly receptive to at this current
time. However many supporters said they struggled to
see directly how the campaign had achieved impact
in their communities, so were unable to measure this.
“I'm not sure how far reaching it has been - I haven't
seen a huge amount of buzz around it.”
“In my own neighbourhood I haven't seen the
campaign having a direct impact.”
“I feel that we got the message out to groups and
individuals and tried to encourage this campaign
within the wider community, however, we were not
able to measure the outcome and see who was
contacted and what came out of that.”
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There were comments made specifically around
Covid-19 and the lockdown restrictions impacting
on the momentum towards the end of the campaign
period.
“I feel this time around it has been less effective but
only due to the current circumstances and people's
worries of maintaining social distancing.”
This campaign phase was specifically developed
around online activity and it was recognised that
being primarily online did make it more difficult to
measure direct impact.
“It's hard to say - the main visibility from my
perspective has been online. There's been some
fantastic examples of people supporting their
neighbours during the Covid pandemic, but I really
don't know who closely that has been connected with
the campaign.”

Supporters feedback – qualitative feedback

More specific community engagement
Throughout the supporters interviews there was
a common theme of wanting more specific and
targeted engagement within each community,
particularly on the ground.
“Maybe target certain groups e.g people with learning
disabilities is just one example”
“The focus seemed to be on the very large employers,
companies, organisations”
“The packs were really good and the information was
useful, but a waste of money if not given to the right
people.“
“Have the time to reach out to more groups in the
community and have the time to sit with them and
talk through the idea.”
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Some comments made around this was based on
a feeling that in order to make the most impact,
a campaign around social isolation needs to both
raise awareness but also provide support, or link
with those that provide support as well:
“It’s just my impression, but I think I'd try to increase
awareness of it in the community as a whole. I only
saw assets aimed at us as a VCS organisation, but I
think that you need to ‘join the ends’ to get it to work
completely – people providing and receiving the
support, to create an anticipation of it.”
“Maybe work with the Social Prescribers who already
have information about isolated individuals maybe
and work closely with Befriending groups to make
those connections more quickly.”

Impact
What difference has the campaign
made to people’s wellbeing?

This section includes:
• Stories and case studies
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“Even if it’s something really small,
it can make a big difference.”

“Just receiving our phone call had
made her day.”

“After I heard about the Looking out for our Neighbours
campaign on social media, I delivered lots of leaflets to
older people in my community, giving them my phone
number and offering to help them with things like
picking up food, or walking their dog.

“Campaigns like Looking out for our Neighbours really
help to remind communities that there are vulnerable
people in need of a friendly face. It has encouraged
people to offer something really little - like to do their
neighbour’s shopping. Even if their neighbour doesn’t
need anything, knocking on their door and offering is
an act of kindness they appreciate.

One man in my community recently had a stroke and
he can’t take his dog for a walk anymore. He lives on
his own and relies on his dog for company. But if he
can’t take the dog for a walk, he was faced with giving
it up - which would be devastating for him. So I take the
dog for a walk each day, and when I pick and drop off
the dog I can say hello to my neighbour too.

We usually run lots of classes each week with bus trips
to shops and venues. But now, elderly people are in
isolation in their own homes. They can’t attend the
Fish and Chip lunches we host each week, so we’ve
cancelled them. Instead, we’re offering to deliver their
lunch to their homes.

The campaign has been great at reminding me that
there are people in our community who need help, and
we can really make a difference to their lives. Even if
it’s something really small like nipping to the shop for
someone, it can make a really big difference.”

Looking forward to a nice lunch and someone knocking on
their door each day to deliver it will make such a difference
to elderly people who might not see anyone else.

Vicky from Normanton, West Yorkshire

We’re also ringing them up to check in each day. One
women told me that just receiving the phone call made
her day.”
Otley Action for Older People
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“Little things make a huge
difference to vulnerable people,
and now more so than ever.”
“I’ve been involved in my community for many years
so I was really pleased to see the Looking Out for Our
Neighbours campaign was encouraging more people
to do the same. I received the campaign packs and we
held a local community event, where we gave them
out. The event was about dementia awareness, so the
campaign fitted in really well. I really believe that the
campaign laid the groundwork for community spirit.
It raised awareness and reminded people how to be
a good neighbour, something I think people had
forgotten. So once Coronavirus struck, I think people
were better equipped with ideas and information, so
they could actually be proactive in helping others.
In the last few weeks, we’ve seen an unprecedented
community spirit in my area. There are so many people
offering to collect shopping for vulnerable people,
people who have to self isolate. Volunteers are offering
to pick up prescriptions, offering to give someone who
can’t go outdoors a call every day.
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Little things make a huge difference to vulnerable
people, and now more so than ever. Some people might
go days on end without seeing another person, and
their trip to the shop is their social interaction. Looking
out for someone is so good for morale - theirs, and
yours.”
Mike Frazer, Secretary of Greengates and Apperley
Bridge Community Volunteers

“It was such a generous thing to
do. It didn’t cost them a penny but
it’s made my little boy’s year.”
“We recently moved into a new house and we’re lucky
enough to have a garden - which we’ve never had
before! The thing is, we don’t have any garden toys yet
for my little boy, so I’ve been trying to keep him busy
with things like painting stones and digging in the mud.
But then our new neighbour knocked on our door and
offered us a slide their children have grown out of using.
It was such a generous thing to do. It didn’t cost
them a penny but it’s made my little boy’s year. And
now, I’ve made a connection with someone in my
neighbourhood - which feels great as we don’t know
many people in the area.
It’s so nice to know that there are people around who
look out for each other.”
Emma, from York

“These small acts bring
communities together”
“We engaged with the Looking Out for Our Neighbours
campaign last summer, delivered packs around our
neighbourhood and spread the word. Of course you’re
not going to encourage everyone to take notice and
build a relationship with their community, people are
busy and get caught up in their own lives. But if one or
two people get on board with it, that can make a lot of
difference to the lives of others.
It’s always important to look out for your neighbours,
and it’s the small things that do really count. Offering
to mow someone’s lawn, or checking in on them if you
haven’t seen them for a few days. People like to know
they haven’t been forgotten.
And of course, with Coronavirus, I’ve seen even more
positive acts in our neighbourhood. People calling up
elderly neighbours for a chat, or offering to donate
toilet roll if anyone runs out.
These small acts bring communities together, which is so
important at all times - not just in times of national crisis.”
David Craig, Chair of Warwick Ahead in Knottingley,
Wakefield
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“I don’t think I realised how small
gestures can really brighten up
someone’s day”
“I heard about the Looking Out for Our Neighbours
campaign from my sister. I read a bit more about the
campaign online and seeing other people’s stories gave
me loads of ideas of how I could make a difference to
someone’s life.
I don’t think I realise how small gestures can really
brighten up someone’s day. My neighbour is in her
90s, and lives alone. She has family who drop by every
so often but it must be hard living by yourself. Since
hearing about the campaign I’ve definitely made
more of an effort to offer her help. The other day I was
clearing my garden of some rubble and noticed she
had some rocks in her garden too. So the next time I
saw her, I offered to take up her rocks while I did mine.
It’s not something she could have done herself.

And then I knew it was her birthday coming up, so
I baked her a cake. I took it round and had a cup of
tea with her. She told me she really appreciated my
kindness. But actually, it made me feel good to do
something nice for her as well.
These little gestures don’t cost me anything, and
now she knows I’m around if she needs help. That’s
important to her, and to me.”
Fiona, from Leeds
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“This campaign really boosted my
ideas on how to engage with the
community”
“I found that the Looking Out For Our Neighbours
campaign really boosted my ideas on how to engage
with the community, and kick started a lot of really
positive activities and events.
We painted positive words like ‘You matter’ on rocks
and put them around the area, outside people’s houses.
It was a really easy, small thing to do but we had a really
positive response, people told us they really liked them.
We’ve held a lot of community events like fashion
shows, Christmas productions and half-term creative
mornings. The events are all really well attended and do
a lot to boost the sense of community. I put the posters
up in our church hall so other people could know about
the campaign and this helped to remind everyone to
think about their neighbours.
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In the area I live, a lot of people are really busy, they
work hard and feel disconnected from the other people
in their community.
So campaigns like this really help to make a difference.”
Corinna from True Colours Community in Bradford

“It really helps you to stop and
think about the personal impact
you can have on people in the
community.”
“Our aim is to connect people, relieve isolation and
loneliness and improve the quality of life of those in
our community. Our work involves providing activities,
transport and places to meet for people in the
community so we can help them live fulfilled lives.
Campaigns like Looking Out for Our Neighbours are great
for us to engage with. We share it on our Facebook group
and other social media, where we have a lot of interaction
with people in the community, as well as family and
friends of people we help. These type of campaigns really
help you to stop and think about the personal impact you
can have on people in the community.
It also really compliments a campaign we’re working
on, called Up My Street. We’re asking people to deliver
leaflets to people on their streets who may be selfisolating. The leaflets offer them the opportunity to
order a food parcel which will be delivered to their
doorstep the next day. In the food parcels, we’ll also be
including pictures and letters from local families, which
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we want everyone in the community to get involved
with. We’re asking small children to draw a picture,
teens to write a poem and adults to write a letter, that
we can include with these food parcels to cheer up
someone who is stuck indoors.
People in isolation can also request a daily phone call
from someone in the community - and we’ve got lots of
chatterboxes volunteering to make the calls. We need
people to help with dog walking, and if the isolation
continues we may need people to help with gardening.
So as you can see, there are so many ways people can help
out those who may be vulnerable in their community.”
Paul Jones, Chief Officer at The Denby Dale Centre

“Campaigns like 'Looking out for our
Neighbours' are so important - now
more than ever."
"As a community we are so busy - we rush out of the
door in the morning to take our kids to school or get
to work, and rush home again, but we’ve lost a sense of
connection with our community.
There are some people in the community who won’t
speak to another person, so we shouldn’t be passing
them by without saying hello. A hello, a kind smile
could be the only social interaction they have, so
make it a nice one. We know people are busy and
that technology has taken over our lives - but in my
neighbourhood we’ve worked to make that a positive
thing. We’ve got a neighbourhood Whatsapp group
and it has made such a difference to us all.
Everyone has their phone on them all the time, so it’s
easy to send or receive a message. It means we can
pick up if someone needs help. I’d encourage more
people to do this - it creates a relationship with your
neighbours and you can look out for each other.
Older people might not be using the Whatsapp group
but a neighbour who notices they haven’t been seen for
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a few days, or knows they aren’t well can let everyone
else know to keep an eye out for them. And because
we have a Whatsapp group, we communicate more
in public because we have forged a relationship. So a
neighbour can ask for help because they know their
neighbours in person - they’re not just someone who
rushes past the window every morning.
It helps to reinforce the connection. We can bring the
community together in a way that works for everyone.
I’ve absolutely seen that it works in my community.
Creating a Whatsapp group is a very easy way to
provide a support network for everyone in society including those who are vulnerable.”
Sonia Fayyaz, Bradford

“It’s important that everyone tries
to look out for each other, as not
everyone has family or friends
close by.”
“In our cul-de-sacs we are lucky to have lots of people
engaged with each other. Yes, there are people who
are already involved in helping their neighbours and
vulnerable people in the community. But there are some
people who might need a nudge, and that’s where the
Looking Out for Our Neighbours campaign is useful.

have lived on our street for a long time, some have
been here more than 20 years. Then we have some
student properties where the residents might change
each year. So there’s a real mix. But it’s important
that everyone tries to look out for each other, as not
everyone has family or friends close by who can help.

There are lots of ways you can engage with your
neighbours. In my area, for example, we help each other
by offering to cut someone else’s lawn. Not everyone
has a huge lawn, so they don’t have a lawn mower. If
someone is already cutting their lawn, they often offer
to cut their neighbours' grass too. It doesn’t take much
time or effort to do something simple like that.

This campaign is a good way of reminding people
about these things.”

Another thing we do as a neighbourhood is hold street
parties. They’re great for catching up with everyone
and meeting new residents in the area. Some people
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Lucy Gardner, Neighbourhood Watch Coordinator
near Almondbury, Huddersfield

Performance Review

In this section you will find:
• Budget breakdown and ROI
for budget
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BUDGET PERFORMANCE BREAKDOWN

From a total budget
of £24,000 +VAT,
the campaign ROI
represents immense
value for money.

Weekly ambassador
interaction
5%

Weekly
evaluations
5%

Strategy creation
for winter phase
10%

Social media
advertising
8%

Content creation
and social media
content plan
20%

Print and
resources
4%
Website
updates
14%

Design
15%
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Campaign
management
19%

This budget isn't realistic enough to
significantly inspire action across the
total population of WY&H. However,
the estimated number of those who
engaged in action is higher than the
launch campaign with an estimated
49,338+ compared to 45,962+ people.
Based on the estimated reach,
the ROI is 48p for every person
that took action. This is a massive
improvement on the ROI of £1.42
per person achieved during the first
campaign, proving a much more
effective result for the campaign
which was more established and
cost efficient this time round.

Appendix A:
Public survey
findings
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Campaign Effectiveness
- public survey results

Male
14%

We have included the results to this
survey as an appendix item as the data
is not robust enough to be used in
confidence. However there are some
interesting insights.

Gender
Asian/Asian
British, Indian
10%

Due to the pandemic, this evaluation
was paused and picked back up again
in June 2020.

Female
86%
Ethnicity

We had just 21 responses to the public
survey which was promoted online and
on social media.
Public engagement with the
survey was low and engagement
with partners in each area to help
promote the survey was also low due
to lockdown, furlough and a shift in
priorities.

18-30
12%

60+
29%

Ages

46-60
41%
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Black/Black British
5%

31-45
18%

White British
85%

Campaign Effectiveness
- public survey results

Areas:
Retired
19%

Employment

Full time
employed
38%

Unemployed
24%

Leeds – 38%
Harrogate – 0%
Calderdale – 14%
Kirklees – 14%
Wakefield – 10%
Airedale, Wharfedale and Craven – 0%

Do you consider yourself to have a disability?
Part time
employed
19%
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Long standing illness – 24%
Physical or mobility impairment – 20%
Mental health condition – 24%
None – 50%
Prefer not to say – 10%

Campaign Effectiveness
- public survey results

“How did you hear about
the campaign?”

Friends or family
80%

Local charity or
organization
10%

“Great idea, easy to follow and simple
ideas to do”
“I really liked that it encourage
people to be more neighbourly
over the winter months when some
folk may not be able to get out and
about.”
“Very positive campaign and I was
interested to find out more”

Social media
80%
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Campaign Effectiveness
- public survey results

Website review
90% found the website and social media
content to be really useful or useful
“What did the campaign make you think?”
“To reach out to make the first step”
”To look out for old and new, we do not know
what people’s illnesses or anxieties are”
“I’ve signed up to volunteer”
“What have you done differently?”
81% of respondents evidenced doing
something differently following the campaign
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“I contacted severely neighbours,
it reminded me to do that. And do
that more regularly”
“I always let my neighbours know
when I’m going to the shops in
case they need anything”
“I actively chat to neighbours and
provide emotional support”

